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O. Introduction 
Our notation and terminology will conform to that used in the most 
recent set-theoretic literature. For example, cardinals are initial ordinals. 
I fA is a set, IAI denotes the cardinality of A. For unfamiliar items, we 
urge the reader to consult Mathias [ 1 6 ]. The results of this paper are 
intended to be developed in ZFC, that is, the Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory with the axiom of choice. Parts of this paper are contained in 
the author's doctoral dissertation (Ketonen [7]). 
The author wants to thank his thesis advisor, Kenneth Kunen, for 
many invaluable comments and inspiring discussions. The author also 
wants to thank Miroslav Benda for his patience and willingness to discuss 
these matters. 
At the referees request we include a brief summary of our results. 
In Section 0, we introduce our basic notions; those of countable 
completeness, strong compactness, upercompactness and orderings 
involving ultrafilters. 
Section 1 includes our basic results, Theorem 1.4, which gives a 
complete description of the degree of regularity of a given ultrafilter 
satisfying the requirement of countable completeness in terms of ordi- 
nals of the ultrapower. As a consequence of this result we show how 
to get non-regular ultrafilters over 60 2 from countably complete ones. 
Section 2 concerns itself with the basic properties of the Keisler- 
order on countably complete ultrafilters and the use of ordinals of the 
ultrapowers in question to describe this. We wish to remark in this 
connection that Robert Solovay has proved the above-mentioned order 
to be well-founded. 
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Section 3 introduces the notion of unique regularity and its connec- 
tion with supercompactness. Section 4 gets more to the point; we study 
the connection between regularity and certain simple sets belonging to 
normal ultrafilters over power-sets of ordinals (Theorem 4.2 etc.). We 
describe another embedding axiom which yields the existence of non- 
trivial non-regular ultrafilters. 
Section 5 gives some results on products and sums of ultrafilters and 
the effect of these operations on regularity. These facts and Theorem 
1.4 yield a nice and simple characterization f strong compactness 
(Theorem 5.9). Since we consider this result the most important of this 
paper, we include another proof of this fact which uses an interesting 
partial ordering on ultrafilters. 
The following notions will be of fundamental importance in this paper 
Definition 0.1. Let ~, X, p be cardinals o that ~ <_/s. An ultrafilter D
over X is (x, Ia)-regular if there is a family {X~ Ia e/a} of elements of D 
so that for every subset S of ta of cardinality x, fl~e S X~ = 0. 
For more on this notion, see Benda [ 1,2] and Keisler [6]. 
The following notion is due to H.J. Keisler: 
Definition 0.2. Let U, D be ultrafilters over the cardinals/a, X, respec- 
tively. Then D is project ib le onto U, U <_ D, if there is a function 
f:  X -+/~ so that for every X ~/a, 
X~ U*-+ f I (X )ED.  
We denote U = f * (D) .  We say that U is i somorphic  to D, U ~- D, if 
U <_ D and D _< U. 
For more on this order, see Kunen [ l l ]  and Ketonen [9]. The above 
situation can be described in terms of elementary embeddings. Let U, D 
be countably complete ultrafilters over a cardinal re. Let i U, i o be the 
induced embeddings of V into transitive submodels M U, M D of the 
universe. 
Proposition 0.3. (1 )  I f  U <_ D, then there & an e lementary  embedd ing  
tc : Mu ~ M D that ~ O i U = i D . 
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(2) U < - D if and only if there is a set X~ P(iu(~)) n M which is 
represented in the ultrapower by a function A : ~ -~ P(~) so that 
{A(o01 a < ~} is a dis/ointed family and there is an ultrafilter V over 
P(iu(~)) n M, not necessarily belonging to M, so that M o is the transi- 
tive model isomorphic to the ultrapower of  M U by V and V ~ X,  
i D =i v o i  U. 
Proof. For if U = f*(D), define A : ~ + P(t~) by A (~) = f -  1 ({Or }). Define 
an ultrafi lter 9 /over  [A] in the ultrapower V~/U by 
[XIEC~ ~ O X(a)~D.  
et(K 
This proves the proposition. 
It is actually easy to check that this 9 /~ M if and only i fD  is iso- 
morphic to a U-sum of ultrafilters. 
Definition 0.4. Let U, D R (a < ~:) be ultrafilters over ~, k s (a < ~:), 
respectively. Then the U-sum ofD~ 's, E U D~, is the set of  all subsets X 
o f f  = {(a, j3)l a < ~:,/3< k~} so that 
{al Xla~D,~} ~ U, 
where XI a = {/31 (u,/3) E X}. 
We could, of  course, consider a more general operation, "fusion".  
Define an ultrafilter V by 
XE V~--~ {aIXnX,~ED,~} e U. 
Obviously, this always defines an ultrafilter. Then any U-sum of ultra- 
filters is isomorphic to a fusion of ultrafilters, but the converse does not 
hold. 
In the special case of  all D~ 's being the same we get the definit ion of  
a product of  two ultrafilters. 
Definition 0.5. Let U, V be ultrafilters over ~:, ),, respectively. Then 
u×v={xc__~X~l{~l  x Ic~cv}~u}.  
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For more on products, see Ketonen [9]. It is easy to prove the follow- 
ing. 
Proposition 0.6. Let U, V be ultrafilters. Then: 
(1) U_< U× V, V<_ U× V. In fact, i f  both U, Varenon-principal, 
then U< U× V, V< U× V. 
(2) I f  both U, V are g-complete, so is U× V. 
(3) I f  g <_ X are cardinals, and U or V is (x,, ×)-regular, so is UX V. 
There is a natural generalization of the above operation: Suppose 
that U, V, D are ultrafilters over X,/a, p, respectively, such that U, V <_ D. 
We have functions f, g so that U = f*(D) and V = g*(D). Define a func- 
tion h : O -+ X X/a by setting h(a) = (f(~), g(a)) for ~ < O. Define the 
ultrafilter U * V over X X/a by setting 
X E U* V +--> h - I (X )E  D . 
Another way of thinking about this operation: U corresponds to the 
partitioning {f l ( f i )16<X}, Vto{g- l ({/5}) lg<U} oft), andUeVto  
their common refinement. The result of '*' depends heavily on the 
choice of the projecting functions: We can get both UX V and VX U 
in some situations. 
Definition 0.7. A function f :  X ~ X is pressing down if 
a > w -~ f (~)  < ~ . 
Let Px = set of all pressing down functions on X. 
Definition 0.8. An ultrafilter D over a regular cardinal X is weakly 
normal if every pressing down function f on X is bounded by a constant 
< X (rood D). 
For any F: Px -+ X and cardinal g _< X, let T~- be the filter g-generated 
by the sets 
{{a I f (a)  < F ( f )} I f  EPx} . 
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Proposition 0.9. ( 1 ) An ultrafilter D over X is weakly normal if  and only 
if  for some F: Px -* ~, T~ c D. 
(2) / f  F, G : Px -~ )t so that F <_ G (i. e. for any f E Px, F( f )  <_ G(f)) 
then for any x <_ X, T~ ~ T~. 
(3) I f  U, D ultrafilters and U <_ D, then 
(a) i f  U is (~, X)-regular, so is D; 
(b) i f  D is x-complete, so is U. 
(4) I f  D is uniform x-complete over ~, x >_ co 1 , then there is a uniform 
x-complete weakly normal ultrafilter U over ~ so that U <__ D. 
(5) I f  D is uniform weakly normal over ~, then D is minimal among 
the ultrafilters over X in the <-order; i.e., if f :  X -* X, then either f is 1-1 
or bounded on a set belonging to D. 
(6) I fX  is measurable so that any h-complete filter over ~ can be 
extended to a )t-complete ultrafilter, then for any F: Px-* ~, i f  T~ ~ O, 
then TXF is the intersection o f< X normal ultrafilters over X. 
(7) Assume that the hypotheses of (6)  hold and that there is only 
one normal ultrafilter D over X. Then, i f  M is a transitive model of  ZFC 
so that M n P(X) = P(X) and every function F: 2 x ~ ;k is bounded by a 
function G : 2 x ~ X so that G E M, then D E M. 
Proof. (4). Let F be the first function (modD) so that f>  ~ (modD) for 
every ~ < X. Then let U = f*(D).  
(5). Given f:  X ~ X, define 
g(a) = 1~3[f(fl) ~_ f(~)] <__ c~. 
If G is pressing down (modD), select a ~ < X such that for every o~ < X, 
g(a) _< ~ on a set A E D, and let 
r/= sup{f(a)l a --< ~} < X. 
Then f< ~ on A. I fg  is not pressing down, there is a B ~ D so that 
g(a) =a fora  E /3. Thus for every a,/5 ~B,  i fa  </5, then f(~) < f(/5), i.e., 
f i s  strictly increasing. 
(6). If T~ ~b 0, any X-complete xtension of T~. is a normal ultrafilter. 
If T~ would have X distinct extensions to normal ultra filters, 
{D~I a < X}, then we can find a disjointed family {X~la < ;k} of subsets 
of X such that for every ~ < X, T x o {X J  generates a non-trivial X-com- 
plete ultrafilter: Take X~O ~ D~ \ D~, for any 0~,/5 < X, a :/=/5, let y~ ~ D~ 
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such that for any fl 4~ a, lye\  X~I < X, and let 
X =y~\  U y¢ (a<X) .  
t3<~x 
Thus, i fD is normal, the filter generated by 
T,~u { U,~c X IC~E}, 
where E is an ultrafilter over ~: isomorphic to DXD, can be extended to 
a normal ultrafilter V. But DXD _< V. This contradicts (5) and Proposi- 
tion 0.6. 
The regularity of X is quite essential in the proof of (5): The U we 
construct is in general isomorphic to a weakly normal ultrafilter over 
cof(X). In general, any weakly normal ultrafilter over X is concentrated 
on a set of cardinality cof(X). This difficulty can be circumvented in
the following fashion. Instead of the function f, at first take f0 such 
that for any X ~ D, [f0'(X)l = X. Then the resulting uniform "weakly 
normal" ultrafilter U has the following properties: If f<  id (mod U), 
then there is aXe  Uso that If"(X)[ < X. If f_> id, then f i s  1-1 on a 
set X ~ U. Consequently, U is _<-minimal among the uniform ultrafilters 
over X. Also, any set X ~ U is "Mahlo" in the following sense: If f is 
pressing down on X, then there is a set Y c__ X of cardinality X so that 
If"(Y)l < X. 
Definition 0.10. A regular cardinal ~: > co is strongly compact if every 
~:-complete filter over any set can be extended to a ~:-complete ultra- 
filter. 
Definition 0.1 1. A regular cardinal ~: > co is supercompact if for every 
cardinal a > ~: there is an elementary embedding / from V into a transi- 
tive submodel M such that j(~:) > ~: and jIR(h:) = id andM ~ c_ M; i.e., M 
is closed under a-sequences. 
For more on strongly compact and supercompact ardinals, see 
Kunen [ 11,121, Solovay-Reinhardt [21 ] and Vop~nka-Hrbfi6ek 
[22]. The following two results will be used. 
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Theorem 0.12. I f  ~ > co is a regular cardinal, then ~ is strongly compact 
i f  and only i f  for every ~ > ~ there is a x-complete, (~, X)-regular ultra- 
filter. 
This is a fairly well-known fact and is proved using standard model- 
theoretic methods of, for example, Chang-Keisler [3]. 
Definition 0.13. An ultrafilter D over P(;k) is normal if every function 
F which is pressing down on P(k) (i.e., for a.e. A, F(A)  ~ A)  is constant 
(modD). 
Theorem 0.14. (Solovay-Reinhardt). I f  ~ is a regular cardinal > w, then 
is supercompact i f  and only i f  for  every regular ~ > ~ there is a x- 
complete normal ultrafilter over S (X) = {X c__ ~,l tXI < K} which does 
not contain any S K (~) for ~ <, ~. 
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1. Criteria for regularity 
We shall assume throughout his section that ~:, X are regular cardinals 
such that h: <_ X. 
Proposit ion 1.1. Suppose D is a (~:, X)-regular ultrafilter over X and F a 
function from X to X so that for every a < X, cof(F(a))>_ ~:. Then 
cof( I I  D (F(a), < )) _> X + . 
Proof. For if we are given functions { G t a < X} from X to X so that 
G < F (modD) ,  if {Xvl 3' < X} is a (~:, X)-regularizing family for D, and 
if we define 
a (8)  = sup {G v(6)l (5~ X~} (6 < X), 
<_GonX ~D.  then G < F (rood D), and for every 3, < X, G v v 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose D is a countably complete uniform ultra filter 
over X, and f is the first function greater than all constants < X (rood D). 
Then, if the set X = {al co f ( f (a ) )  >_ ~} ~ D, we have. There is a function 
F from X to X so that for every a, F(a) is a regular cardinal >_ K and 
co f  (l-I D (F(a) ,  < )) - ~k. 
Proof. Define 
cof ( f (~))  
F (~)= { 
K 
if co f ( f (a ) )  >-- g: , 
otherwise.  
Then 
VX/D ~ [F] D = cof ( [ f ]D)  , 
so that 
V~'/D ~ cof ( [F l  D) = co f ( [ f lD)  = X . 
For brevity, we shall call f the first function of D in the situation 
described in the statement of Theorem 1.2. 
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Theorem 1.3. Suppose D is a uniform countably complete ultrafilter 
over X, and f its first function. Then, if Y = {(xl cof(F(a))  < x} E D, 
D is (~, X)-regular. 
Proof. Let A s c f (a)  be a cofinal set in f(a) so that IA, I < ~: for every 
in Y. Let ] be the elementary embedding 
def 
V-~ V~' /D = M 
associated with D. Then [f]D (the D-equivalence class o f f )  represents 
the supremum of ordinals/(~), ~ < ~, in M. Define a function F:  ), ~ V 
by setting F(a) = A s for a E Y. Then we have 
M ~ [F] is a cofinal set in [f] .  
Define an 'increasing' sequence of disjointed intervals / = (~n' tan )' 
~n < tan < ;X, by induction as follows: 
Given { / I  r? < r/'}, let 
~n' = ( sup tan ) + 1 , 
n< n' 
and let tan' be the least ordinal ta < ;k so that 
M ~ [F] n (/(~n,),/(ta))~ O. 
For r /< ~,, define 
X n ={aEY IA  n /4 :0}  . 
Obviously, every X n E D, and the family {Xn[ ~ < h} regularizes D: 
If S is a subset of ~ of cardinality ~:, then 
[1 Xn={aEY I~ES,  A n I~O}=O,  
nES 
since for a E Y we have [A I < ~:, and the I n are disjointed. 
As K. Prikry pointed out, we need only assume the existence of the 
first function of D ; the  same proof carries through. Theorems I. 1-1.3 
yield our basic result, Theorem 1.4. 
We denote the ultrapower VX/D sometimes by V D . We trust that this 
will not lead to confusion. 
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Theorem 1.4. Let D be a uniform, countably complete ultrafilter over X, 
and f its first function. Then the fol lowing are equivalent: 
( 1 ) D is (~:, M-regular. 
(2) In V D , cof ( [ f ] )  </'(to); i.e., {al cof (f(a)) < K} E D. 
(3) There is no function F: X ~ X so that for every ~ < X, F(a) is a 
regular cardinal >_ ~: and cof (IID (F(a), < )) = X. 
In the special case X = ~:+ this theorem reads: 
Theorem 1.5. Let D be a uniform, countably complete ultrafilter over 
~+, and f i t s  first function. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) D is not (h:,~:+)-regular. 
(2) In V D , cof([ f ]  ) = j(K). 
(3) col CI~ (~, < D = ~+. 
An easy extension of the method of proof of Theorem 1.4 gives: 
Theorem 1.6. Let D be a countably complete uniform ultrafilter over 
X, and for la <- X, let f ,  be the first function greater than all the constants 
< la. I l ia is a regular cardinal, then D is (~:,la)-regular i f and only i f  
co l ( I f ,  ] ) </(h:) in V ° . Thus, D is (~:,X)-regular i f and only i f  for every 
regular ta <- X we have cof ( [ f ,  ] ) </(~:) in V D if  and only i f  
cof ([fx ] ) < J0¢) in V D. 
As a corollary to Theorem 1.6 we get: 
Theorem 1.7. Let D be a K-complete uniform ultrafilter over X. Let o be 
a singular cardinal ofcof inal i ty < ~: so that ~: <_ o < X. Then for some 
cardinal la < o, D is (Ia, o + )-regular. 
Proof. There is a/a < o so that in V D , cof ([fo.]) </a; this proves the 
theorem. 
K. Kunen pointed out that using the results of Kunen and Prikry [ 1 5] 
we get from Theorem 1.7: 
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Theorem 1.8. Let D be a u-complete uniform ultrafilter over X. Then, if 
for some cardinal ~ <_ la <-- X, D is Is-descendingly complete, there exists 
a cardinal o ofcofinal ity >_ ~ so that ~ <_ o <_ p andD is a-descendingly 
complete. In particular, i f  X < coK+K' D is la-descendingly incomplete for 
every p between ~, X. 
From regular ultrafilters we can get weakly normal, hence minimal, 
ones. 
Theorem 1.9. Let D be a countably complete uniform ultrafilter over X 
and let U be defined by 
X E U ~-* ] ' - I (X )  E D .  
Then U is (•, X)-regular if and only if  D is i f  and only if  
{al cof(a) < g} E U. 
Proof. If U is not (~, X)-regular, then 
{~lcof(f(a))-> ~} =f-l({alcof(a)>__ ~})E D . 
It is worth noting that the existence of a non-(~:, ~:+)-regular countably 
complete ultrafilter implies the existence of a non-regular ultrafilter in a 
boolean extension of the universe. For let B be the standard Levy-  
Solovay algebra for collapsing ~: onto co 1 . (For details, see Solovay [20] .) 
Then B has ~:-C.C.C., and we have: 
Theorem 1.1 0. Suppose ~ is strongly inaccesssible and D countably 
complete uniform over ~+ so that D is not (~, ~+)-regular. Then in V 8 , 
D is a filter so that any extension o lD  to an ultrafilter U is non-regular 
and cof( l i  U (001, < )) = coz' 
Note that in V t~ , h: + becomes 002, so that in fact we can have such a 
U uniform over co2" 
Proof. Let {F I3 ,< ~:+} be a cofinal sequence in li D (~:,<) and let 
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U__3 D be an ultrafilter in .V B with value 1. If F is a function h: + ~ ~: with 
value 1 in V 8 , by x-C.C.C, there is a standard function G' x+ ~ x so that 
F_< G with value 1. Hence, there is a ~, < x+ so that F <__ F~ (mod D), 
hence (mod U), with value 1. 
We shall now give some further criteria for regularity. 
Definition 1.11. An ultrafilter D over P(;k) is weakly normal if every 
pressing down function F is bounded (mod D), i.e., if for almost every 
A in P(k), F(A) ~ A, then there is a ~ < k so that F <_ ~ almost every- 
where. 
Theorem 1.1 2, Suppose D is a countably complete ultrafilter over P(M 
so that for every ~ < ~, P(~) f~ D, and suppose that D is weakly normal. 
Then D is (~, ~)-regular if and only if 
def 
(;k) = {A c_ ;kl cof(A) < ~:} E D.  
clef 
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 1.6, since the function g(A) = sup (A) 
represents the first function greater than every constant < ~. 
Theorem 1.1 3. Let D be a countably complete uniform ultrafilter over 
Then the following statements are equivalent." 
(1) D is (K, M-regular. 
(2) There is a function m: ~ -* SK(X ) so that for every ~ < ~, 
{AI~E m(r/)} ED.  
(3) There is a function m: ~-~ SK(X) so that for every 6 > ~, 
m(6) _C 6, and for every X c D, 
U{m(8)l~X} =X.  
(4) There is a weakly normal ultrafilter U over S (X) pro/ectible to D 
so that for every ~ < X we have: {AI ~A} ~ U. 
(5) There is an element X ~ V D so that in V D , card (X) </(~:), and 
for every ~ < X,/(~) ~ X in V ° , where / is the elementary embedding 
into V D associated with D. 
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(6) Given any X e lements X~ (~ < X) in V D , there is an X ~ V D so 
that card (X) < ](~) and each X~ belongs to X in V D . 
Proof. IfD is regularized by {X [ 3'< X}, let m(6)  = {3'16 ~ X}  for 
6 < X. In (4), define U by 
XE U+--+ m- I (X)ED.  
c (~, x)  = In (3), note that we can, of course, assume that X _ 
{al 3' < a < X}. In (7), i ff~ is the function X -+ V representing X~, 
define for 8 < X, 
x(a)  = (f~(a)l ~ e m(a)}.  
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We wish to make some brief remarks on the structure of  the ordering 
_< on countably complete ultrafilters. As before, s:, X will denote regular 
cardinals with s: <_ X. 
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a uniform, countably complete, (tqk)-regular 
ultrafilter over X. Then D is II-universal for every cardinal a so that 
2 u <_ X in the following sense. I f  U is any tecomplete ultrafilter over #, 
then U <_ D. 
Proof. Let/.t, U be as in the statement of  the theorem. Let i be the 
induced elementary embedding V ~ M into the transitive submodel 
isomorphic to V D . Then M ~ i(U) is i(s0-complete over i(v), and for 
every X e U, i(X) e i(U). Thus by Theorem 1.14.(6) there is a filter 9 r 
in M so that for every X ~ U, 
and so that 
M ~ i(X) e 9 r C_ i(U) , 
Hence 
M P card ( 9 r ) < i(s:). 
M~ N 5r#0.  
Let 6 be any ordinal so that 6 e N 7". Then 8 corresponds to a function 
F: X -~ #. Obviously, for every X e U, ~ ~/'(X). Hence, F -  1 (X) e U. 
Hence, for any X e U, 
Xe  U+-+ F l(X) ED. 
The above proof  yields a natural correspondence b tween ordinals 6 
so that #0 = sup{i(~)l ~ </a} <_ 6 < i(#) and ultrafilters D a = {X. C _ ~1 
8 E i(X)}. Moreover, any tecomplete uniform ultrafi lter over/a is a D a . 
If h a is the first funct ion of D a , then 
(*) (iha )(6) = m(6) ,  
where 
re(g) = min{ (ih)(6)l h e uU, (ih)(6) >_ U0} . 
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Conversely, i fh ~ u/a satisfies (*), h is the first function o fD  6 . This 
gives a characterization of all non-(K,/a)-regular ultrafilters in terms of 
ordinals in M: 
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Proposition 2.2. (1) Let I ~ be the set o f  all h ~ via so that h appears as a 
first funct ion o f  some K-complete ultrafilter over la. Then 
F={hE "/al 36: ( ih ) ( f )=m(6)}  . 
(2) There is a non-(K, l~)-regular ultrafilter over # if  and only i f  
i(K) = cof(m(6)) for  some 6 >_ ~o i f  and only i f  there is a 6 >_ #o so that 
cof(6) = i(K) and for  every h E u# either (ih)(6) < Ia o or ( ih)(6) >_ 6. 
(3) D~ is weakly normal i f  and only i f  m(6)  = 6. 
The following theorem is due toK.  Kunen. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ~ is strongly compact and X~ = X. Then. 
( 1 ) For any e < (2 x )+ there is a K-complete uniform ultrafilter D e 
over X so that iD~(~) > u, where iDa is the induced elementary embed- 
ding o f  V into the transitive submodel  isomorphic to V Da. 
(2) Given any family o f  2 x K-complete ultra filters over X, { U le < 2 x} 
there is a K-complete uniform ultrafilter U so that for  every e < 2 x, 
ua<_u. 
Proof. For (1), see Kunen [13]. Part (2) is proved similarly. Let 
{0al e < 2 x} be a to-independent family of functions X ~ X, and let U be 
any x-complete uniform ultrafilter extending the K-complete filter 
(0~ I (X ) IXEU ,e  < 2 h} . 
Now it is well-known that for any K-complete U over X, iu(~) < (2x) + 
(see Kunen [ 101 ). Also, if D, U are K-complete over X with D _< U, then 
i D (to) <_ iu(K). For if f :  X ~ X is the projecting function giving D from 
U, then the map g -, g o f induces an elementary embedding VD --, V U 
mapping ordinals less than the constant function K to ordinals with the 
same property. Hence, if {Dale < (2x) +} is the family of ultrafilters 
given by Theorem 2.3 (1), there is no D over X so that for every 
e < (2x) +, D a _< D. Thus, in a sense, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3.(2) are the 
best possible. 
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3. Uniquely regular ultrafilters 
Let K, X be regular cardinals with K _< X. We shall investigate the fol- 
lowing, rather pathological, concept: 
Definition 3.1. An ultrafilter D over X is uniquely (•, M-regular if it has 
a (K,X)-regularizing family {X  Is < X} so that for any other (h:, X)- 
regularizing family {Yat a < X} forD there is a Y ~ D so that for every 
a<X,  YnX c_y  . 
og ot  
Proposition 3.2. (M. Benda). I f  D is a ~-complete non-principal normal 
ultrafilter over ~, then D is uniquely (K, K)-regular. 
Proof. For then X~ = (~, ~:) ,~ < ~, is the uniquely regularizing family. 
For if {Y~I ~< K} is a decreasing sequence of elements of D so that 
their intersection is empty, define a function g: K ~ ~ by setting g = 
on 
0 Yn " Y~ 
for ~ < K. Then Y = {~tg(~)-> ~} E D. Hence, if Ye  X~n Y, 7 > ~, so 
g(3') > 3' > ~; i.e., 
7~ Yg(~)c__ yt . 
In practice it is often very difficult to verify the unique regularity of 
a given ultrafilter. 
Example. Assume K is supercompact, let j : V ~ M be an elementary 
embedding of V into a transitive submodel M so that j(K) > U and 
jIR(K) = id. I fA ~ X is of cardinality 3,, ;k regular, then the ultrafilter 
D A = {X C S (X)[ G A e ](X)} , 
where 
G A ={j (~) I tEA} , 
is normal K-complete over S K (X). Define a new ultrafilter U over S (X) 
by 
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XC U÷--~{AIXEDx\A} ED.  
Then U is ~:-complete uniform over S (;k) so that no pressing down 
function is constant. Also, for S c ;k, 
U P~U~- -~IS I>-~,  
~eS 
where we denote here and henceforth 
P~ ={AIGEA} . 
Hence, the family 
Q~ = O{P IX '~<o~<X' t¢+~} 
regularizes U. Is U uniquely regular? 
Proposition 3.3. Let D be an ultrafilter over S (X) so that there exists 
a map m: S (h) ~ S (X) so that for every function G: S (X) ~ X: I f  for 
a.e. A, G(A) E re(A), then G is constant (modD).  
Let X~ = {AI G E m(A)}. Then, for every family {T~IG < X} c_ D there 
is a X ~ D so that for G < X, 
X n X~ C-- T~ . 
Proof. For A ~ S (;k), define 
p(A) = {GIA ~ T~} . 
Case 1. {AIm(A) ~: p(A)} ~ D. In this case, define 
G(A ) =lag [ G ~ re(A) and GSp(A)] . 
Then for a.e. A, G(A) E m(A). Hence G is a constant, say G0, on a set 
Y~ D. Thus forA E Y, G0 ~ p(A); i .e. ,A 6 T~o. Hence Y n T~o = 0, a 
contradiction. Hence we must have: 
Case 2. Q ae=f {AIm(A) c__ p(A)} E D. Then forA E Q, 
G E m(A ) -~ G ~ p(A) ;  
i.e., i fA ~ X~, then Ac  T~. Hence for every G < X, Q n X~ c__ T~. 
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose D is an ultrafilter over S (k) with {X~I ~ < X} 
as a (~, X)-uniquely regularizing set for it. Define a function 
m: S (k) ~ SK(;k) by 
m(A)= {~IAEX~} , A~SK(X ) . 
Then m satisfies the conditions o f  Proposition 3.3. 
Proof. Let F be a function S(;k) ~ ;k so that for a.e. A, F(A)  c m(A).  
I f F  is not constant (modD), then for every/~ < ;~, 
T~ = X~ n {AIF(A)  4: ~} E D .  
By unique regularity, there is a P ~ D so that for every ~ < k, P n P~ ~ T~ ; 
i.e., forA cP ,  
A ~ X~ -* F(A)  ¢ ~ (~ < ~) .  
Thus, i fA E P, 
A E XF(A) ~ F(A)  4: F (A) ,  
a contradiction, since for any A, A ~ XF(A). 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 immediately yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let  D be an ultrafilter over S K (k), j the associated elemen- 
tary embedding o f  V into V D . Then the fol lowing are equivalent: 
( 1 ) D is uniquely (~, k)-regular. 
(2) There is a map m: S (?~) -* SK(k ) so that for every ~ < k, 
{AI ~ E m(A)} E D, and so that i f  G is a function SK(k ) ~ k so that for 
a.e. A, G(A) E re(A), then G is constant (modD). 
(3) There is a x ~ V D so that for y E VD, y ~ x in V D if  and only i f  
y -- j(~) in V D for some ~ < ~ and x c__ j(S (k)) in V D . 
Corollary 3.6. I f  D is a non-principal K-complete ultrafilter over ~, then 
D is uniquely (~, ~)-regular. 
Theorem 3.7. ( 1 ) I f  D is a normal ultrafilter over S K (~) so that for 
every ~ < k, S K (~) q~ D, then D is uniquely (~, k)-regular. 
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(2) I f  D is a uniquely (~,X)-regular ultrafilter, then there is a normal 
ultrafilter U over S OQ so that U <_ D and U is uniquely (~:, X)-regularized 
by the family {P~I ~ < X}. 
Proof. (1) If D is normal over S (X), let A = { ~1 PC ~ D}. Then 
S K (A) ~ D, and if 4) is a one-to-one onto function X ~ A, then ¢ induces 
an isomorphism between D and a normal ultrafilter U over S (X) so that 
for every ~ < X, P~ ~ U. 
(2) If {X~I ~ < X} is the uniquely (x, X)-regularizing set for D, in the 
function of Theorem 3.5, define U by 
X ~ U+-* m- I (X)~ D.  
Thus, 
m -1 (P~) = {AI ~ ~ m(A)} = X~ , 
so that for every ~ < X, P~ ~ U. Also, Uis normal; for if f is a function so 
that for a.e. A, F(A) ~ A, define G by 
G(A ) = F(m(A)) . 
Then there is a ~ < X so that 
{AIG(A) = ~} = m - I ({A IF (A)  = ~ }) G D.  
We give another criterion for unique regularity: 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that D is uniform and countably complete over 
X. Then D is uniquely (~:, X)-regular if  and only if  X< j(n) in V o, where 
/ is the associated elementary embedding into V D , and X the function 
representing X, and there are partial functions f~ : X --, V for ~ < X satis- 
fying the following three conditions. 
( 1 ) Each f~ is defined a.e. 
(2) I f~ 4: 7, then range (f~) n range (fn) = 0. 
(3) There is a function representing {[f~ ] 91 ~ < X} in V °.  
Proof. For if we are given suchf~ 's, let F be the representing function 
of part (3) of our conditions, so that for every a, IF(a)l < ~:. Let 
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m(~) = {r/t f,~(~) defined and f,~(~) 6 F(~)} . 
Then the conditions of Theorem 3.5 are fulfilled. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5, we get the following result, 
which should be compared with Theorem 0.6. 
Theorem 3.9. I f  for every regular ~ > ~ there is a K-complete, (~, ~)- 
uniquely regular ultrafilter, ~ is supercompact. 
In Section 5 of this paper, we shall construct a regular but not 
uniquely regular ultrafilter. 
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4. Normal ultrafilters 
One can, of course, construct other embedding axioms than super- 
compactness. The following one was formulated by K. Kunen who 
proved that it implies the existence of non-trivial non-regular ultrafilters. 
Definition 4.1. A regular cardinal ~: is huge if there is an elementary 
embedding ] of V into a transitive submodel M so that ]IR(~:) = id, 
j(~) ~" ~, and M j('O c M. 
Now assume that we are in the situation of Definition 4.1. Then, if 
= j(~:) and G = { J(~)l ~ < X}, the ultrafilter U defined by 
Xe U~G~j (X)  
is ~-complete and concentrated on SK,(X). Moreover, U is normal over 
SK÷(X ). By Theorem 1.13, U is not (~, X)-regular. 
We can get a somewhat sharper esult: Let X be the least cardinal > 
so that there is a ~-complete normal ultrafilter U over SK÷(X). For every 
a < X, the map 
A -~ A n ~ (A e SK÷(X)) 
must then project U to a normal ultrafilter over S (X). Hence, for every 
a<X,  
Q~={AI tAn0d<~}E U.  
Thus, the "diagonal intersection" of Q~'s, the set 
Q = {A ES÷(X)I aEA ~ A ~ as} 
belongs to U. Hence, for a.e. A, 
a~A~lAna l<~:  . 
Thus, the first function greater than all constants < X has cofinality ](~:). 
Hence 
cof (H U ~:) = X, 
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and since U is obviously (~:+, X)-regular, 
cof (H U ~:+) >_ X + . 
The relationship between non-(h:,),)-regular ultrafilters and super- 
compact cardinals is unclear. The following observations can, however, 
be made: 
Assume ~ is supercompact, X >__ ~: regular and O >-- 2 x regular. Let 
{X813 ' < X },6 < 0,  enumerate all (~,X)-regularizing families in P(X). 
For A E S (p), define 
T(A ) = O I1 X ~ . 
3~ 
~EA "r~A qX 
Let q~ denote the set of all normal s~-complete ultrafilters U over S (p) 
so that for every ~ < p, P~ ~ U. By Theorem 2.1, each U ~ ~ is X-uni- 
versal. 
Theorem 4.2. There is a uniform, K-complete, non-(K, X)-regular ultra- 
filter over X i f  and only i f  there is a U ~ ~ so that 
def  
E = {AIT(A)D X \sup(AnX)}E  U 
i f  and only i f  for every U ~ ~ , E ~ U. 
Proof. Suppose that D is ~:-complete uniform non-(~:, ),)-regular over X.. 
Let F be a function S K (O) ~ X so that 
X~D~--~ F - I (X )c  U 
for some U E 9~. Since D is uniform, for a.e. A, X > F(A)  >_ sup (An  X). 
Also, for a.e. A, F (A)  q~ T(A); for if not, then for a.e. A there is a 
G(A ) e A so that 
F( A ) ~ I1 X G (A ) . 
3~EA¢3~. "I 
Now G is a constant G 0 (mod U). Thus for every 3" < X, F(A)  E X ~o for .y 
l(X~o {X~Ol 3' _ a a.e. A ; i.e. F -  _ , ) ~ U. Hence < X} c D, contradiction. 
Conversely suppose that there is a U ~ ~ so that 2; ~ U. Define a 
mapF:S  (p )~ Xby  
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F(A) = #~ [~ _> sup (An  X), ~ ~ T(A)] 
and a uniform ultrafilter D over X by 
XED+-~ F - I (X )E  U. 
Then D is not (to, X)-regular, since for a fixed ~ < p, we have for a.e. A, 
F(A ) q~ fl X ~ 
~/EAnh 3' ' 
i.e., there is a t(A) E A n ~ so that for a.e. A, 
F(A ) ¢~ X~(A) . 
By normality, t must be a constant 3~0 (mod U). Thus, F -1 (X~) ~ U, 
i.e., X~ q~ D. 
As an example of a situation where ~ is "big" in every U ~ ~,  we 
have hence all cardinals ~, which are measurable. 
Regularity can also be characterized in the following fashion: 
Theorem 4.3. Let p >_ X >_ ~ be regular cardinals, U normal over S (0) 
containing all the P~ 's, rr: S (p) -~ S (~) be defined by 
~o(x) = X n ~ i 
Let D be a ~-complete uniform ultrafilter over X given from U by the 
projecting function f: S (p) --> X. Then D is (x., X)-regular i f  and only if 
there is a set P E U so that for any 5 < ~, 
(*) I~0"(f -1 ({~5}) n P)I < ~:. 
Proof. Assume that D is regularized by the family {Xtl ~ < X}. We can 
find a set P E U so that for every ~ < ~. 
P n Pt c f -1 (Xt) 
by unique regularity. Thus for any set S _c X of cardinality K, 
fl f " (PnPt )=O,  
~S 
i.e., (*) holds. Conversely, if (*) holds, {f" (PnPt ) l  ~ < X} is the desired 
regularizing family. 
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As a corollary to Theorem 4.3 we get the following theorem. 
Let U be a K-complete normal ultrafilter over S (X) containing all the 
p ,  ~S. 
Theorem 4.4. Given an ordinal ~ so that cof(a)  >_ ~, ~ -< a <__ ~, define 
an ultrafilter D over ~ by 
0~-1 (X) @ U X~ D 
where ~,(A)  = sup (An  ~). Then. 
(1) ~ is the first funct ion (mod U) greater than all constants < ~. 
(2) D is a ~-eomplete, (~, cof(u))-regular ultrafilter over ~ and is 
concentrated on a set o f  eardinality cof (~). 
(3) I f  cof((x) = lal, there is a set P E U so that for  every ~ < ~ there 
is a set X a o f  cardinality < ~ so that 
A ~ P, ~k,(A) = 6 --> A o a C- Xa . 
(4) I f  ~ = qs x, there is a set Z ~ U so that for  every 5 < X, 
Robert Solovay has improved (4) and shown that this ~ is actually 
1-1 on a set Z ~ U. In particular, any normal ultrafilter over S (X) is 
then _<-minimal. 
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5. Products of ultrafilters 
In the following, fix U, V to be ~:-complete uniform ultrafilters over 
X,/J, respectively, and let i¢, k.,/a, p be regular cardinals o that 
co < ~ <_ p. We say that an ultrafilter U is p-uniquely regular if it is 
(p, p)-uniquely regular. It is then trivial to check that U is (~, p)- 
uniquely regular if and only if U is 0¢,/9)-regular nd p-uniquely regular. 
Proposition 5.1. I f  U× V is p-uniquely regular, so is U. 
Proof. Let {X~I ~ </9} be a p-uniquely regularizing family for U× V. 
Then for every ~ </9, 
clef 
S~ = {al X~I~V}~U,  
and {S~I ~</9} is a p-uniquely regularizing family for U. Given a family 
{T~I ~</9} c-c- U, consider the sets Y~ = T~ X/a for ~ </9. There exists a 
PEUXVsothat fo rany~<p,  PnX~c__ y~ and 
S ={ul P I~V}~ U. 
Then, if3'~ Sn  S~, PI3'~ Vand X~I~/~ V. Hence, 
(PI 3') n (X~ 13') = (P n X~ I ")') E V. 
Now, since P n X~ c_c_ y~ for ~ </9, Y~ I 3' E V; so "t E T~. Hence, for any 
~<p,  
S n S~ c__ T~ . 
Proposition 5.2. I f  U is uniquely (~, pp)-regular, so is U× V. 
Proof. If {T~I ~<pp} uniquely pp-regularizes U, then 
Q~ =T~Xu (~<P) 
uniquely/9-regularizes UX V. Given a family {X~I ~< p} of elements of 
UX V, let 
S~ = {~1 X~lc~V} (~< p). 
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We can without loss of generality assume that X~ c_ Qt (otherwise inter- 
sect) so that every a belongs to less than x S t's. Thus, 
R - - f l{Xt la l  o~St}E  V. 
Let S be a set in U so that for every ~ < p, S n T t ~ St, and let 
T = {(a , f l ) l f lER}  n ( sxu) .  
Then for every ~j < 0, Qt n T c X~. 
In general, we cannot deduce from the unique (x, p)-regularity of 
U × V the unique (x,p)-regularity of U. For assume that U is a normal 
K-complete ultrafilter over S~÷(p) and V a normal K-complete ultrafilter 
over S (O). Then the family {Pt × Pt [ ~ < P} uniquely (x, p)-regularizes 
U×V.  
However, for "small" cardinals P the above deduction can be made, 
and we obtain: 
Proposition 5.3. Let P be a regular cardinal between x and the first 
measurable cardinal > x. Then, if U is a K-complete, o-uniquely regular 
ultrafilter, then U is (x, p)-uniquely regular. 
Proof. Assume this were not the case. By the methods of Section 4 we 
get a K-complete ultrafilter D over P(P) so that for every ~ < P, P(~) q~ D 
and D is normal and S (O) q~ D. Let ] be the associated elementary em- 
bedding of U into a transitive submodel M of the universe. Then 
MJ(~) c_ M and hence j(x) is a measurable cardinal between x and P. 
As a corollary, we get 
Theorem 5.4. ( 1 ) U X V is uniquely (x, x ÷ )-regular i f  and only if U is. 
(2) I f  V is non-(K, x+)-regular and U is uniquely (x, x + )-regular, then 
Ux V~ Vx  U. 
(3) I f  U is normal K-complete over S (x +) and D is K-complete over 
x, then D × U is (x, x ÷ )-regular but not uniquely (x, x + )-regular. 
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The behavior of regular ultrafilters under products is far more com- 
plicated. Let U be a fixed weakly normal K-complete uniform ultra- 
filter over a regular cardinal X, w < K -< X, and let E be a K-complete 
ultrafilter over a set X (a < X). We define the U-sum D of the E ' s  as 
follows: Let 1-' be the set 
F={(~,D I~< X ,~ex} . 
A subset X of F belongs to D if and only if 
{~1 X I~E }~ U. 
Let g~ be the first function greater than all constants < a on X (mod 
E ). Define a function f on P by 
f(c~,3) =g~(D,  (~,De r . 
Theorem 5.5. f is the first function greater than all the constants < X 
(modD). 
Proof. By the uniformity of U, f is greater than all the constants < X 
(modD). I fg is a function F ~ V so that g < f (modD), then 
S = {al{/31g(a,/3) < g~(/3)} ~ E } ~ D,  
i.e., for a ~ S there is a t < a so that 
{¢]lg(a,/3) < t } E E 
By weak normality of U, there is a ~ < X and a subset S' of S so that 
S 'E  Uandt  _<~fora~S' .Henceg<~(modD) .  
Applying Theorem 1.6, we get: 
Theorem 5.6. Let D be the ultrafilter defined above. Then D is (K, X)- 
regular i f  and only i f  
{al E is (K, cof (a))-regular} ~ U. 
Proof. D is (K, X)-regular if and only if {(a,/3) I cof (g~ (i~)) < K} C D. 
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In particular, if E is a fixed K-complete ultrafilter over a regular cardi- 
nal/a and we let each E be E, we get: 
Theorem 5.7. U× E is (~, X)-regular i f  and only i rE  is (~, u)-regular for a 
u< Xso that {~lcof(~)_< ~}e U. 
As a corollary, we get: 
Theorem 5.8. I f  U is a ~:-complete uniform ultrafilter over ~+ and D a 
~-complete ultrafilter over K, then U X D is (~, ~c + )-regular. 
The following result solves an open problem of K. Kunen: 
Theorem 5.9. Assume that ~ > w isa regular cardinal so that for every 
regular X >_ ~: there is a ~-complete uniform ultra filter over L Then 
is strongly compact. 
Proof. Let U x be a weakly normal uniform ~-complete ultrafilter over 
X. By Theorem 0.6, it suffices to prove the following statement by 
induction on X: If X > x is a regular cardinal, then there is a ~-complete 
(~:, X)-regular ultrafilter D x over X. 
The basis and the induction step X =/a +, where/1 is regular, is trivial. 
By Theorem 5.10, Ux × D does the job. 
In general, if the above statement is true for every ~ < X, X regular, 
pick E to be h:-complete (~:, cof(~))-regular over a set X ,  and then 
let D x be the Ux-sum of the E 's. Then D x is (~:, X)-regular. 
Actually, we have the following theorem 
Theorem 5.10. I f  ~ > co is strongly compact, then for every regular 
X > ~ there is a uniform ~c-complete, (~c, X)-regular ultrafilter over X. 
Using the above result and the fact that any ~:-complete, (~:, X)- 
regular ultrafilter is (h:, X ~ )-regular, Robert Solovay has proved the 
following remarkable result: 
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Theorem 5.11. (Robert Solovay)./fX > K is regular and ~ is strongly 
compact, then ~ = X. The Generalized Continuum Hypothesis holds at 
any singular strong unit cardinal > ~ of  co finality ~. 
We wish to point out another, perhaps easier, way of proving Theorem 
5.10. Assume that X _> ~¢ _> w are regular so that every regular/a between 
X, ~ carries to-complete uniform ultrafilters. Let q¢ denote the set of all 
weakly normal x-normal, it-complete ultrafilters over X. Define a partial 
ordering <3 on q~ as follows: Given D, EEqd,  thenD <1 E if and only if 
for a.e. (mod E) a there is a countably complete ultrafilter E over 0~ 
so that 
XED*-+ {a lXna~E }EE.  
Proposition 5.12. I f  D is <3-minimal, then D is (~, X)-regular. 
Proof. For if D is not (~, X)-regular, then 
X 0 = {ed cof(a)_> ~:} ~D . 
For any a E X0, pick a weakly normal ultrafilter E
XcE~ {~lXn aEE} ED.  
Then E <3 D; i.e., D is not <1-minimal. 
over u. Define E by 
Thus, to prove the existence of regular ultrafilters, it suffices to show 
that <3 is well-founded. In the case of X being inaccessible this is quite 
easy: I fD <3 E, then io(X ) < iE(X); i fE  is countably complete and 
X~ D+-+ {o~iXnoL~ E }E E ,  
then for any f :  X--> X, 
{alf: a~u}EE.  
Hence 
i o (M = o.t. (II o (X, < )) < o.t. (IIE (o.t. IIE~ (a, < ~, < ~) 
<o. t . ( l iE (2  ,<~)<o. t . ( l i  E (x ,<D=iE(x ) .  
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In the case of X not being inaccessible, we can apply the above argument 
to lx(~), as Kenneth Kunen pointed out. 
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